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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND ITS SCOPE
The Problem
'Ihe standard ot living of any nation, state, or segment thereof is determined in a large measure by how efficient
its citizens use their land.

Every individual regardless ot

his economic condition is dependent on the land, directly or
indirectly, for his living.
The problem of making a living confronts the farmers
and other citizens ot .Anderson County, and not a few recognize the £act that their standard ot living will definitely
be determined by the use of the land in the county.

In the

not too distant past, only a few citizens were aware of the
fact that the land they cultivated for support, would have
to support generations to come.

As

a result of this indif-

ference, many c1t1~ens of Anderson County have let the soil
wash from under their feet, and have witnessed their standard
of living sink ever lower and lower.

As a result, the prob•

lem 0£. making a living has become more complex for him, not
to even mention the plight of his posterity that will
inherit the ruins of his carelessness.
It is the opinion of all agricultural leaders contacted in the county by the writer, that Anderson County
does not produce as much food as it consumes.

All farmers

questioned by the writer at the time the survey was made
agreed with the agricultural leaders., and all agreed that

2

their standard of living would be affected more th.an their
urban brothers.

The reason was obvious.

He would be less

able on a whole to buy the necessary food to maintain an

adequate standard of living.

The writer is of the opinion

that the .food problem can be solved only in terms of the
soil problem.
inseparable.

These two problems are indivisible and
The only kind of land husbandry that can pre-

vent soil erosion and depletion in Anderson County also
requires intensive orop diversification and animal husbandry
that provide the essentials of good nutrition.
Anderson County is economically dependent on agriculture; and if it is to be profitable to the extent of
furnishing the standard of living we desire, its lands must
be used for purposes for which they are best suited.

Proper

land use is just as essential to a stable and profitable
agriculture as is a sound business.

While the soil in the

county has not been farmed as long as that of many older
countries of the world, its continued productivity is a
question 0£ mu.ch concern.
Need For 'Ihe S tudz

The mass exodus of the farm people of Anderson County

to the urban centers, as revealed in the 1950 Federal Census,
is proof enough that such a study as this needs to be made.
"According to the census, the 194-0 population of the county
was 37~092.

The 1950 figure showed 31,875, a population

decrease of 14.1 per cent.

Dallas County, a typical

3
industrial urban center, had a population of 398,564 in 1940,
and 614,799 in 1950.

.54.3 per cent."

An increase of

It is

obvious that Dallas Cowity'a population increased at the
expense of Anderson County and other agricultural counties.
"The census also shows that Anderson County had J,675 farms
in

1940, and only 2,864 in 1950. 111

It has been found that

the farms in many instances, are larger now than they were
in 1940.

The chief reason for a farmer increasing bis farm

land holdings is to improve his standard of living.
The study i

intended to determine just how, and to

what degree, -is the standard of living affected by land use
in Anderson County.
stances were found

Many interesting and unusual circumhen the survey was made.

And it is the

belief of the writer that the reasons for such a decrease in
population in ten years are clearly shown.

As an agricul-

tural leader, the writer thinks such a study is necessary if
we are ever to find the facts concerning the economic status
of our fa.rm people, and do anything constructive to relieve
their plight.

When we consider what little has been done to

maintain and increase the carrying capacity of the land in

.Anderson County, as will be shown in other chapters of this
study, we will have little reason to be surprised at such a
low standard of living in the county.

i~e Dallas Morning News,
Edition, pp. 70-185.

But as agricultural

Texas Almanac, 1952-19$3
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leaders, we should be more resolute in our efforts to improve
conditions where thy need it most.
Scope

This study was limited to Anderson County, although
it is broad enough to include ten communities located in the

various sections of the county.

It includes the sharecropper,

the tenant, the owner, and in some instances, a combination

ot two of the above named .

The part-time farmer is also

included 1n this study, and the reasons they gave for
becoming part-time farmers will be related in another chapter

ot this study.
Methods

or

Procedure

To make this study of how land use affects the standard

or

living in Anderson County, the writer worked out a two-

page survey.

'lhe questions asked in the survey were intended

tor the purpose ot determining just how the land in the

county has been used, and what effect that use has had on
the standard ot living.

After the survey was made, the writer listed such
findings as the number

or

sharecropper, tenants, owners, and

combinations of the three, the amount of land cultivated,

crops and livestock grown, general condition of crop and
pasture lands, the number of improvements and oonvenienoes
found on the farm.
Reliability of Analysis
Six teachers of vocational agriculture helped survey
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the seventy :farmers of Anderson County.

'Ihey were instructed

by the writer to include sharecroppers, renters, owners, and

any combination of the three.

'Ihe :following data give some

idea of their qua11f1c.a t1on.a:

Teacher
Number

Experience as
Vocational

Degree

Major

Agriculture

Ina true tor

1

M.

s.

Agriculture

21 Year

2

B. s.

Agriculture

17

3

B. s.

Agriculture

24- Years

4

B.

Agriculture

18 Years

5
6

B.

s.
s.

Agriculture

~ Yea:r-s

B. s.

Agriculture

8 Years

Years

The teachers followed the instruction of the writ r
as the surveys revealed after they were made.
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CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF RELATED STUDIES

'!he following studies contain elements related to the
study made in thia thesis.

Although none of the studies

is 1dentica1, they include such factors aa, carrying
capacity of the land, family income, fluctuation of l'Ural
and urban population, and a comparison of the standard ot

living ot rural people with their city brothers.

Just aa

this writer haa attempted to show reasons for a varied
standard of living, and make recommendations for i mprovements, previous studies have placed much emphasis on the

above mentioned taetora.

W. F. Kumkien, Charles P. Loomis, Zetta E. Bankert,
Edmund des. Brunner, and Robert L • .MacNamara made a study
of the standard of living in six South Dakota counties in

1935.

As pointed out in the introduction, the study was

made to assist the Farm. Security Administration, the
Worke Progress Administration and other federal agencies
1n securing information concerning the people in the

drought stricken state such as the standard of living of
the families investigated.
The inclusion

or

educational attainments, reading

materials, and other similar factors shows the emphasis
which the study places upon the economic aspects of family
life .

7

It was tound that many or the people were dissatisfied
with their material standards ot living under these conditions as shown by the large net migration from the state.
Twenty-.rour ot the counties lost more than 10.,S per cent ot
their population from 1930 to 1935; twenty lost trom
10.5 per cent; and twenty-three lost less than

In only one county, Lawrence, was there a gain.

5.6

5.6 to

per cent.

Two of the

counties sampled, Codington and Yankton, were in the group
with the least loss of farm population; Perkins was among
those with medium. loss; and Jones and Faulk were two ot the
counties with the greatest loss.

llle correlation between

need for federal aid and migration from ta.rm is noticeable,
especially in the counties sampled.
Each county represents a particular type of farming
area.

Yankton typifies the intensive livestock feeding area

ot southeastern South Dakota; Codington, a combined livestock, cash-grain, and general farming area; Faulk, an
extensive small-grain area; Jones, the south central grazing
and cash-grain area; Perkins, the northern grazing and cash-

grain area; and Lawrence, the Black Hills area with varied
farming.

~e distribution by size of farms in the sample area
follows the same pattern as that for the state as a whole.
The proportion of the interviewed farmers who were tenants
1n the sample areas combined is the same as that for the state.
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However, when the tenure distribution for south Dakota by
counties is consider d, tenants are under-represented 1n
Yankton and over-represented in Jones and Lawrence.
On the basis of eight indices, the counties of south

Dakota were classified into three standards
groups.

or

living

Six counties sampled for this study ranked as

follows:

Yankton and Faul.k, first; Codington and Lawrence,

second; Perkins and Jones, third, or lowest.

After due

consideration of the representativeness of these six counties as to type and size

or

£arm, tenure status, drought

intensity, need for federal aid, emigration, and standard
of living, the assumption may apparently be ma.de that they
typify the state as a whole in many respects. 1
In 1950, David Rozman and Ruth Sherburne of the University of Massachusetts made a study of six counties of the
state.

There were seven small towns selected in the six

counties, due to diverse conditions of natural and social
environment existing in individual communities.
and towns selected were:
of Hampshire County;

County;

'lhe counties

Colrain of Franklin County; Amherst

ew Braintree and

endon of Worcester

est Ne bury of Essex County; Berkley of Bristol

County; and HalU'ax or Plymouth County.

iw. F. Kwnlien, et al, 11 Standard of Living of Farm
and Village Families inSixSouth Dakota Counties, 1935, II
Bulletin No. 320. pp. 5-9. Agricultural Experiment Station,
South Dakota State College of Agriculture and Mechanic .Arts,
Brookings, South Dakota.
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The qualifications applied in the selection included,
first of all, the requirement that agriculture should be an
essential feature in the life of the community.

Hence,

towns located 1n the immediate vicinity of large urban

centers were excluded, inasmuch as their whole pattern of
land utilization would be dominated by non-agricultural con-

ditions.

'lhe second objective was to secure a sample that

would include all the important types of farming in the
agricultural area of the state.

Sim.ilar recognition was

given to the geographic factor as it pertains to the location of individual towns in various sections of the state.
"Transfer of Ownership in Rural Areas and Its Effect
on Land Ut111zation 11 is the title of the study.

The basic

data on the change of ownership in rural land were secured
from examination of legal documents recorded in the Registries of Deeds of the counties in which the towns were
located.

'!his provided a complete list of land transfers in

the selected areas from

1940 to 1948, inclusive; the nine-

year period covered by this investigation, as well as
information on the amount of mortgage indebtedness assumed in
connection with the transfer of fa.rm land in the seven towns.

In the following two paragraphs taken from the Introduction
of the study the V1riter states:
During the war years and the period following there
has been evidence of considerable acceleration in the trans-
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fer of agricultural land ownership throughout most of the
farming areas of the county.

Changes in farm ownership even

under normal conditions exercise considerable influence on
the type and character of agricultural land utilization.
Moreover, in a state like Massachusetts with its intermingled
heterogeneous land uses, the organization of farm production
and land utilization is effected by shifts in other

than

agricultural land use.
The sh1:f t in land use in rural area is of equal sig-

nificance to the changes in land values to those engaged in
agriculture, and especially to young men about to establish
themselves in farming.

'llle knowledge of underlying condi-

tions in the trend of land uses shou.J.d help him to determine
the degree

or

stability in land use of a local community and

to size up the chances of success in his ownership and operation.
The writer found that the most important characteristic of land use in Massachusetts, repeatedly encountered in
the progress of the study, has been the constant shift of
sizable land areas from one type of utilization to another.
With agricultural and non-agricultural uses of land intermingled in most of the rural areas, there is a very active
interchange of land areas devoted to different purposes.
This is well demonstrated by a consideration of the use of
land by the owner prior to sale and the type of land utilization established by the buyer.
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It was also found that the purchasing of land as
additions to farms has been an important factor in the total
number of transactions involving farm land.

A total of

86

transactions involving 2,532 acres of land were carried out
for this purpose .

'!he major portion of land as an addition

to existing farms came from other farms.

Land that came

from other farms ordinarily was connected with a type of
farm enterprise, such as poultry raising, which had acreage
in excess of requirements.

'lhe dairyman was the most fre-

quent purchaser of additional land, largely to increase his
hay supply and pasture facilities.
Another factor noted in the study is the shift that
has been taking place in the types of farming.

Some small

marginal farms, particularly dairy farms, have discontinued
operations.

Some of them were converted into pouJ.try farms

after new owners took over.

This was made possible by the

large expansion of poultry farming that took place in the

war period.
The writer can not overlook what was found out about
the improvements of the soil through such measures as application of lime, fertilizers, cover crops, and practices which
prevent soil erosion.

Also, great advances were made in

restoring to production considerable areas which were previously too wet, too stony, or otherwise unsuitable for
cultivation. ' Records showed that almost
now being seeded

to

35,ooo

acres are

cover crops compared with about 10,000
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1n the early thirties. 2

Barbara B. Reagan and Evelyn Grossman made a. study in

194-6 of' nRural Levels of' Living in Lee and Jones Counties,
Mississippi .IJ The 1.n come and expend1 tu.re data refer to the
cal.endar year

1945.

Nearly 1,200 families and single con-

sumers gave inf'ormation on their total expenditures for

.family living or on those selected expenditures requested.
The consumer units asked to give this information were

selected by an area sampling method to be representative ot
all rlJ.:"al families in the two counties.

Historically, Lee County agriculture has been devoted
to cotton.

During

was in cotton.

1929 almost tb.ree-tifths of its cropland

At the end o:r the war, cotton was still the

major crop, although considerable divers1f'1cat1on of farming

In

had occurred over the years.

third of the land was in cotton .

as oc1ated

1945

a little more than a

Tenancy and cropping, long

1th cotton farming, were relatively high.

~e

number of farms decreased nearly 10 per cent during the wal',
which was almost entirely a decrease in farms opeFated by
renters and sharecroppers.

In

194$ owners made up two-fifths

of all farm operations.

2 David Rozman and Ruth Sherburne., "Transi'er of OWnership in Rural Areas and It-a Ef'fect on Land Utilization."
Bulletin No. 4.58, June, 19,So,, PP• 1-27. Massachusetts
Ag?'icuitural Experiment Station, Amherst, Masa~chusetts .
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Jones County 1s situated in an area where a large
percentage of the land is successfully farmed, although a
considerable part of it is not suitable for production of
row crops.

Cotton 1s not as important there as in Lee

County; however, cotton and corn were the major crops.
Other important oropa included sweet potatoes and vegetables.

In contrast to Lee, a comparatively high percentage of farm
operators own their farms.
farm operators were owners.

In

1945,

almost four-fifths of all

The number of farms had changed

1940 to 1945. Nearly half' of the farms in
1945 were producing primarily tor home use.

little f'rom
County in

Jones

It was found that the .farm families selling at least
$200.00 worth of farm products averaged

4.4

persons, which

was 1arger than the average for other farms or rural non-

f arm tamil1ea.

In the

$1,ooo-t4,999.oo

cash income classes

of this group, three-fifths of the consumer units had some
wage or salary income.

Negroes made up a larger proportion of the$

oo.oo-

i999.00 cash income class in this group than of the same

income class ot the other farm group or or the rural nonfarm group.

This is closely related to the fact that a third

of these operators were sharecroppers.
The rural non-farm families and single consumers in
Lee and Jones Counties tended to ~ave higher cash income
than the consumer uni ts 1n the second farm group that sold
less than $200.00 worth of farm produce.

They produced,

however, con iderably less food for home use.
size of the consumer unit wa

three persons.

'lhe average
The head of

the family in about two-thirds ot the rural non-farm consumer units was a wage worker.
'lhe level ot living as used in the study refers to
the existing situation of the families with respect to current con umption and living oonditions.
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Living," the

writers say, cannot be discussed here in the broad sen e of
family and individual achievem nt and satisfaction, because

ot the problem of measuring the quantity and quality of living attained as shown by aatisf.aotion of wants or
family goal.
used.
a

Rather, indicators

or

ome other

the level of living are

Indicators include the inputs in family living such

expenditures, family production

or

such items as home-

produced food or ruel, current use of housing facilitie,
and use ot durable goods.
The amount ot incom

that a family has over the

year's limits tbe level of living that can be attained.
Therefore, the income of families for any one year can be
used as an indicator of their probable level.

Considering all

the rural consumer units in Lee and Jones Counties in

1945,

more than to-thirds had cash income that y ar under

2,000.

Over a third had less than

1,000, averaging a little more

than j.$00. 0
aBarbara B. Reagan and Evelyn Grossman, "Rural Levels
of Living in Lee and Jones Counties, 1U.as1ss1f,P1, 1945 and a
Comparison of Two Methods of Data Collection. 1 Agriculture
Information Bulletin Noo !.µ.. October, 1951, United States
Department of Agricul tu.re, Washington, D. c.

A comparison of the study of

11

'1'he

E.f.fect ot Land Use

on the Standard of Living in Anderson County, Texas, 11 with
three or· the related studies in this field was made.

llie

writer believes that a valid comparison can be made between
this study and the three.

In 1935, W. F. Kuml.ien and others made a study o.f the

Standard of Living o.f Farm and Village Families in Six South
Dakota CoW1ties.

Although this study was made about seven-

teen years ago, it was found that the people became dissatisfied with their material standard ot living.

A decrease

in farm population oame as a result of this dissatisfaction.

It is just as true today as it was

1n

1935, that people will

migrate to urban canters when their standard ot living on
the farm is lowered for any reason, but especially when
production is lowered due to submarginal land.

Percentages

of migratory farmers going to urban centers are given in
another chapter of this study.

It was found in the South

Dakota study, just as it was found 1n this study, that, the
type of .farming determined in a large measure the fa.rm in•

come, the controlling factor of the standard o.f' living ot
.farm people.
In 1950, David Rozman and Ruth Sherburne made a study-

of six counties o.f' Massachusetts.

They .found that the size

of farnis had increased, and the farm population had decreased.

Th.at was also tound in this study, and the reasons have been
pointed out.

A lowered standard o.f' living is one of the main

reasons a farmer will sell or rent his farm to another
farmer•

The same reason will cause the other farmers to be

anxious to acquire more land in order that his income may
be more, and his standard ot living raised.
In

1944, Barbara B. Reagan and Evelyn Grossman made

a study of rural levels ot living in Lee and Jones Counties,
Mississippi.

And again land use or types of farming was a

factor in determining the standard of living.

In the sec-

tions where cotton is still the major crop and cash crop,
£arm tenancy is high and income very low;
having an income of less than $200 yearly.

some families

In this study,

incomes were low, but i t was found that farmers who depended
exclusively on crop enterprises, and especially one crop,
were the ones with the lowest income and the resultant lowest standard ot living.

AJ3 is pointed out in other chapters

of this study, those farmers that have taken advantage ot
increased prices of livestock and poultry and have increased
their herds and flocks, are enjoying a much higher standard
of living than their neighbors.

Also, much is said in this

study concerning the participation and non-participation of

farmers in soil building practices.

Just as the farmers in

the other states, referred to in the related studies were
bene~ited by their participation in such a program, the

farmers in Anderson County, Texas have reaped abundantly from
their participation in soil building programs.
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CHAPTER III
THE ECONOMIC STATUS OF FARM FAMILIES AS A RESULT OF LAND USE

It has been found by the writer that the economic
condition of' the

f

arm.ers surveyed was in a l.arge measure the

resul.ts of their use of the greatest gift of God to man, the
soil.

As far back as history records, ma.n's land use plan-

ning has determined his standard of' living.

And it is true

in Anderson County, Texas, today.
Ma.n's problem of' securing his daily bread bas always

been one of his greatest concerns.

In

WAI"

or in peace, in

good health or poor health, he has always reared his greatest
enemies, famine and starvation.

Of the Four Horsemen of the

Apooalypse--War, Famine, Pestilence, and Death--who have
ridden roughshod over humanity since the beginning of time,
the most dreaded and teared is undoubtedly Famine.

As one writer expresses it, "In all the years of history, ram.1·n e has watched over man I s shoul.der each morning as
he said his prayers, walked with him by day as he went about
his work and laid down with him at night.''
Famines are mentioned in the scriptures:

"And there

was a famine in the land, besides the first famine that was
in the days of Abraham."

One early historian recorded 350

major famines, but explained that the listing was incomplete
because such occurrences as starvation and famine were eon-
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idered too commonplace tom rit at ention.
record of Josep 's appointm nt by

ing

The Biblical

as land us

aro

plenn rand food administrator is an example ot

ard ort famine lllld starvation.

done by men 0£ long ago to
There has

een no let up during they

carefully read the history

hat was

or

tion th t 1s asked by modern

the p

s by

en who had

t.

ques-

th

gricu.ltur1 t ,

ve

don

enough, and are we now doing enough to protect such

gre t

heritage, our land?
Here in thiB favored land of plenty, it is di f!cult
to realize that

panion
be.fore

unger and

ant are still man I

on vet areas of the globe.
e beginning

or

orld

ge

out of every ten

ak1ng the world
billion human

ore than

enough food for he

world tood a

ar II reveal d that

five out o.t' every ten people,
were 111-fed--tha

t least

a

ole,

ings never

th, growth and vig,o r.

Another two

ere £ound to be on borderline diets, leav-

ing only tbr e :in ten who could be con ider d
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da1 y com-

ell-Ed.~

ing this study,
or the seventy f ere urvey din
•
ceording
were owner. They o ned 6,65 ac e of land.

to the answers given concerning questions a ked about the

use of their land, they al.l

r

1Land of Plenty, pp. 1-7.

ment

gu1 ty or

gl1g nee,.

1

arm

Institute, chioago, I linoie, 1950.

hed by

quip-
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laziness, and indifference.

It would have been hard for the

writer to believe some conditions existed without seeing
them.
It is hard for any one to believe th.at a farmer would
be contented to see his farm land wash away year after year
without making any attempt to stop it by some method of soil
conservation.

All farmers interviewed had some knowledge ot

terracing, contour farming, cover crops, etc., but none
could gi•e sound or sane reason why they had not employed
some of them or more of them.

It seems strange that farmers

in this modern day would be more indifferent about soil
erosion than people who lived thousands of yea.rs ago.
Erosion is not a new thing 1n the world.

People who

lived centuries upon centUI'ies ago had trouble with it, too.
There are parts of the ancient world--in Syria, in the Holy
Land, Persia, North Afrioa, Peru, and many other places-where the soil on which ancient empires depended is now
entirely gone.

'!he land is destroyed, and we are not sure

whether it can ever again be put back into use.
Ancient peoples tried in many ways to save their land.
·

In many instances, more than our modern day farmers are doing.

'lhe picture shows what a remarkable job some of them did on
a mountainside near Tripoli in North Africa, not far from
Timgad.

'Iha work was done about three thousand years ago

on land we believe was once covered with a great forest of
cedars 0£ Lebanon.
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The people made steps out of the steep slopes of the
mountain.

They built stone walls to hold back the soil that

would otherwise have been washed away

by

rains.

As the soil

piled up behind the walls, it formed hundred or little
fields 0£ 'all shapes and sizes.

But every field was level,

and as a result water did not run off, carrying precious
soil away with it.

Instead, the water sank slowly into the

ground.
The hillside steps, properly known as bench terraces,
cost a great deal to build.

Engineers think they would cost

us nowadays as much as five thousand dollars an acre.

In

ancient times, the cost was met in terms of heavy human toll
and misery.
'lhese North African terraces, and many others like

them, have been in use f'or several thousand years.

What

they protect is still good land, and it still produces fine
crops of food for the people who live upon them.~
Some of' the farmers surveyed owned farm land that had

been in cultivation ror less than twenty-five years.

Signs

of sheet erosion were very evident, and nothing was being
done constructively to check it.

The comm.on practice among

the land owners, wa , to break the land late, plant soon
afterward, cu1tivate crops two or three times, harvest what
was made, and turn the livestock in to eat the fields clean.

2William R. Van Dersal and Edward H. Graham, 'lhe Land
Renewed. Oxford University Press, New York, 1946, P• Jl.
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The resu.lt of such practice ls a continuous decline in the
productivity of the land and the inevitable lower standard
of living.

With a :few exceptions. no thought was given to

returning organic matter to the soil.
Organic matter may be re turned to the soil in the

form o:f' animai manures, in residues, such as stalk

of corn

or cotton, stubble o:f' hay and small grain crops, and in
crops that were grown for that purpose.
lfilese residues decay rather slowly.

anures, a

valuable source of organic matter and plant :foods, decay
rather too rapidly in well drained soils.

The use of both

manures and crop residues, therefore, gives a good balance.
Certain crops are seeded to be plowed under in the
green state and are called green manures.

Although green-

manure crops may not add large quantities of permanent
organic matter to the soil, they usually improve crop yields.
Al.so, they protect the soil during active growth, and their

roots hold the soil together for a time after they are
plowed u.nder. 3

Many farmers thought the best thing f'or them

to do after depleting their soil, was to rent additional
acreage to keep production up to a desirable level.

Thia

practice resulted in harder work, and only a little increase
in their net returns.

Within a few years the rented land

as

3A
F Gustafson et al, Land for the Family LiviD;S-Gountry Li;ing, pp. 43-4,4..-Comstook Publishing Company, Inc.
Ithaca, New York, 1947.
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depleted, and they attempted to rent some new farms.
The survey revealed that very little thought was
given to planting temporary pastures and improving and

fencing permanent pastures.
below normal as a resuJ.t.

Livestock enterprises were
Lots of animals had to be sold

before reaching maturity, due to poor pastures and inadequate home grown feed supply.

The reason more often given

tor small herds, was, the need for more pasture land for
grazing.

One farmer openly admitted that he sold hay that

he should have kept ror feed for his cattle.

Another one

regretted selling his cotton seed at the gin ror a cheap
price, and buying cotton seed cake and hulls instead of
keeping them for exchange at a later date.

Such practices

as just mentioned are certain to affect economic conditions
of the farmers involved.
It has been proven in recent feeding tests, that the

utilization of home grown feeds for cattle pay big dividends.
A lot of twelve steers at Prairie View Agricultural and
Mechanioal College was fed finely ground peanut hulls nu.xed
with the concentrates.

All feed was produced locally.

Prairie View, itself, produced the corn.
age yield of

They had an aver-

60 bushels per acre.

At the end of the 140-day test the twelve steers had
consumed $68.6$ worth of feed and put on 279 pounds of weight.
nie original cost of the steers plus the feed brought the
unit cost of production to $290.$6.

At the present prices
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paid tor steers th.e y would bring %i34J+.26 per head. 6

rfu.en such practice as above is instituted by .Anderson
County farmers, their economic condition will be much better.
Table I shows what the f'armers of Anderson County,

Texas, who were surveyed have done in co-operation with
agricul tu.r al agano ie a to improve their soil •

Table II will

reveal the cropping system of these farmers.

Renters and Renter-Owners
The renters of Anderson County, Texas, fall into two

Farmers, who for one reason or another, have

categories:

not bought any land of their own, but have work stock for

their .farming operations, and farmers who do not have enough
land or suitable land for their farm operations.

The lowest average standaI'd of living found in this
study was among the non-owners.

Their farming methods, and

attitudes, in general, are the two things responsible for
their plight.

It was found in the survey that renters who

rented large tracts of land from absentee land ownera had
longer tenure than other renters.

It was in this group that

was found the worst land abusers.

11

to be a very common practice.
and corn and other patches.

Patch 11 farming was found

There would be several cotton
'Ihese patches would decrease in

size as Bermuda and Johnson grasses, smal1 trees, and erosion
1nore a.se d •

"~t"""r
so long the renters would eeleat other
""'

AL

•Tb.e Dallas Morning News.

April 20, 1952, p. 9.

TABLE I
WHAT HAS BEEN DONE BY FARMERS IN COOPERATION WITH
AGRICULTURAL AGENCIES
Agricultural Agencies

Improvement Practices

:
Agricul tu:ral Adjust- :Terment d.ministration, :racor Production Mar: ing
keting Administration 13

Outting
Under
brush

Civilian Conservation
Corps

2

None

Soil Conservation
Service, United
States Department oi.'
Agriculture

2

None

m

Co.n -

llowstructed 1ng
Stock
Pastures
Tank

13

14

Reseed
ing
Pastu.res
12

Contour
Pastures
10

None

None

None

None

Non

2

spots on the .fa.rm and continue their

11

Nona

2

patcb 11 farming.

In

most cases the renters did not know how long they would be
in possession of the land they rented; therefore, they
thought only in terms of one year at a time.
With the usual f"orm of short-term tenure the short-

term tenant has no flna.noial interest in what the farm may
be able to produce a:fter the lease expires.

He is inter-

ested in get ting out of 1 t all 1 t wil 1 produce now,

11

to skin

the land II as 1 t 1s of ten cal.led; and he does not care very
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T.ABLE I I

CROPPING

SYSTEM

Ovme,ra

Owner-Renters Renters

Acres

AcreB

Planted

Planted

Acres
Planted

Cotton

696

192

383

Gorn

700

125

259

Hay

416

94

112

None

Truck
Gr,o ps

31.)

1.50

89

37

2

None

None

Crops

Sharecroppers
Acres
Planted

131

'

Pine
Seedlings

Orchards

None

'lrees

Trees
Planted

Trees
Planted

Planted

Planted

849

135

118
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Trees

much whether the soil is left .in better or in worse cond1·

tion than before.

on the other hand, the long-term tenant

will be more likely to take an interest in the future yield-

ing power of the soil.

Short-term renting is highly unde-

sirable .from every point of view.

This dif.f icul ty--
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espeeia1ly the injury to tbe farm by short tenure--might be
avoided, as it is in England under the Agricultural Holdings
Act, accoPding to which a tenant on giving up a holding must

be paid for any unexhausted improvements which he may have
made w1 th the cons nt o:t the landlord.

By short tenure not only the soil aurrera, but the
landl.ord and tenant, also.

The old .saying, "Two movings are

as bad as a !'ire" if ever true, is certainly true of farm

tenantry.

The movings injure the tenants I personal p.r opeI'ty

and the health of their families.

to the roads.

or

They also do great injury

Damage in the amount o:t hundreds of thousand

dollars is done eaeh year.
As a result many farms are set back each year by

tenants.

Little or nothing 1.s done to keep the soil pro-

ductive.

'!he tenant goes on the farm, plows, so a, tills,

and takes his share of the harvest with never a thought of

putting anything back on the land.
livestock.

any renters have little

They usually have enough horses to handle th

work, a few cows for milk and butter, .a few chiakens and a
few hog •

'!hey sell most of the grain produced on the farm

and reed little to produce manure for tertilizer. 0
Kuch critici m has been heaped on land owners for
evicting the tenant, fencing his farms, and starting beef

oW c Tichenor 1 Farm Contracts Between Landlord and
• ;;,e 7, • c • Tlchenor Publishing Company, 1916.
Tenan t , PP•

Lebanon, Ohio.
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cattle enterprises.

This practice has caused many tenant

farmers to turn to public work for a living, and finally
migration to urban centers.

When the true facts are known

about some tenants as revealed in this study, there should

be little wonder when we hear of a tenant losing his lease
or being evicted.

The writer must admit that the renter

might sut'fer severe hardships during the period ot readjustment. whether he seeks another farm to rent or move to the
city to seek employment.

But in many cases the loss of bis

lease is a blessing in disguise.

Considering his standard of

living--the standard of living of most renters--a result of
his inability to get maximum production, he is usually better

ott a.fter he becomes readjusted in his new location.

Consid-

ering the need for increased production the writer is inclined

to believe that the land owner is justified in most cases
when he evicts his renter, and takes steps to increase production on his land he has taken over.
'!he United States Department of Agriculture is warning

Americans that there must be a huge increase in farm produc, tion to prevent hunger among the millions of people being
added to the United States population.
'lhe increase is the fastest in history, because people
are living longer than ever before and more babies are
being born.
The officials estimate that by

1975 the production of

all farm commodities will have to be increased 67 per cent
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(more than two-thirds) above what it was before World War
II.

This means an increase of about 20 per cent above 1950.

Agriculture officials say the problem of feeding all of
these extra people is complicated because almost all of
America's good croplands already are bei.n g used to feed
today's population.

In past years it was possible simply to open up new
farm lands to feed the increasing population.

But with

almost all of the good crop land occupied, farmers now are
faced with the job of increasing the production of each
acre, so it will feed more people.

Experts estimate that when rundown grass-lands are
improved through fertilization and reseeded and JP,anaged
properly, production may be doubled, and the average standard
of living raised extensively.

One expert estimates that

there is around one billion acres of permanent grass-land
in the United States and that most of these are compara-

tively unimproved, Eµid so the PM A expe~ts say there are
great possibilities for expanding meat production.

They

estimate also, that crop-yields can be increased on millions
of acres through soil conservation methods recently developed.
This would catch and hold rainfall, permitting it to seep
into the ground and water crops, instead of running off into
rivers and oceans.
But the experts say that in the United States, soil is
not being improved fast enough now to oftset the increased
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or

demands

the rising population, and a ca.re1:'ul check must

be kept to be sure that farm production is boosted sufficiently to feed everyone. 8
Many renters interviewed when the study was made,
referred to some rarms they had once rented as farms they
had worn out and moved off of them.

Although they readily

acknow1edged,, that practice was not good for their living

conditions; that good land to rent was becoming very scarce.
The story of the waste of our country's resources is
a sad story of greed and selfishness.

Providence has been

good to us but has yielded to our greed.

It is time that

we put into practice the true principles of the brotherhood

of

an.

It is only by applying these principles to the

solution of the problems that plague us that we may expect
to prosper and survive.

7

Table III shows the fencing and pasture improTement
activities ot owners, and renters, and how they have effected
their livestock enterprises and their total income.
The Sharecropper

There were only five sharecroppers surveyed in this
study, not because they were omitted purposely, but because
they are almost nonexistent in the county.

8

P•

The five surveyed

Th,e Dallas Morning News, March 16, 1952, Part I.

4:.
?Soil and water Magazine, February, 1952, P• 13.
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TABLE III
THE EFFECT OF FENCING AND PASTURE IMPROVEMENT FOR LIVESTOCK
ON FARM INCOME

Average Number Average Average Number Average
o~ Acres
Size of of Livestock
Annual
Fenced
Pasture on Hand
Income

Owners

36.6

OWner-Renters

10.3

6

1,312.00

1.8

Renters
Sharecroppers

2.3

84-2.00

996.00

33.6

had 710 acres to try to earn their living from.
of four of the £1ve sharecroppers

The incomes

ere too low for them to

buy the necessary £ood :for their families, not to ever mention clothes, home conveniences, and medieal care.

The

Standard of' living of' one of the five was comparable to the

beet conditions found runong the land owners.
The decrease in the nuntber

ot sharecroppers,

1-a large-

ly responsible for the decrease ot the farm population as a
whole.

It was pointed out in the beginning of this study

that Anderson County's farms and farm population had declined
during the past ten years.

And at the same time urban

centera--Dallas county to mention one--have recorded rapid
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growth.

After making the survey ror this study the writer

was convinced that the sharecroppers and the non-prosperous
renters make up the bulk of the "transplanted" farm people
found in our larger cities today.

Their inability to

accumul.ate enough money to run their own .farm business is
the greatest factor in this mass migration to •the cities.
All :farmers want to get ahead financially.

They hope

to own a well-developed farm, have a good house, educate
the children, protect the family against premature death,
enjoy some travel, and have enough saved up to be able to
retire with reas~nable comfort.

Some farmers have these

things, but many others find it impossible to provide them
all.
~ee main elements must be properly combined if a

rarmer is successful financially.

These are--good farm

management, an efficient farm unit, and a well managed home.
No one element is more important than the others .
weakness 1n any one is likely to mean distress.

Serious
A farm

that 1s too sma11 will not provide income for a reasonable
livelihood, no matter how efficiently it is run.

Low income

often means poor living, a waste of resources, and financial
hardship.

But without good farm management a farmer cannot

expect to get built up, or maintain an efficient farm, earn
enough income to keep the family comfortable, or provide a
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growth.

After making the survey for this study the writer

was convinoed that the sharecroppers and the non-prosperous
renters make up the bulk of the "transplanted" farm people
found in our larger cities today.

Their inability to

accumulate enough money to run their own farm business is
the greatest factor in this mass migration to •the cities.
All farmers want to get ahead financially .

They hope

to own a well-developed farm, have a good house, educate

the children, protect the family against premature death,
enjoy some travel, and have enough saved up to be able to
retire with reasqnable comfort .

Some farmers have these

things, but many others find it impossible to provide them
all .
Three main elements must be properly combined if a

farmer is successful financially.

'lhese are--good farm

management, an efficient farm unit, and a well managed home.
No one element is more important than the others .
weakness in any one is likely to mean distress.

Serious
A farm

that is too small will not provide income for a reasonable
livelihood, no matter how efficiently it is run.

Low income

often means poor living, a waste of resources, and financial
hardship.

But without good farm management a farmer cannot

expect to get built up, or maintain an efficient farm, earn
enough income to keep the family comfortable, or provide a
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satisfactory ho e. 8
The 1and vacated by sharecroppers in Anderson County,
Texas, .for the most part, haa been .fence•d and stocked with
beef cattle, and in many instances, the 011Ders have acquired
additional acreage rrom small farm owners to increase their
income and raise their standard of living a

t1oned previoua1y in this study.

has been m n-

Many farmer sharecroppers

will be found working by the day on some 01' the large con-

solidated farms in the county.

Considering their surround-

ings and the wages earned, they are not much better ort than
those who are a till. .farming on shares.

The WFi ter found one

case where the ~armer and his .family had tried sharecropping
and hiring out to owners during the past three years.

Such

practices are proof enough that the farmers were concerned
about the .future of themselves and their families, even
though very little material progress had been made by them.
ibeir e.conomie cond1t1.on and standard of' living are aston-

ishingly low.

Most of the !'arms tilled by these sharecrop-

pers were found to be sub-marginal, and to a large extent,
are responsible .for the dire poverty of these unfortunate

cl:'eatures.
The bu1k of the -food-producing land of the world is

being depleted in f'ertility and ravaged by erosion.
the brill,iant advances

Despite

o.t agricultural science, the produc

BJllan.agine; Farm Finance, Miscellaneous Publication,
No. 652, United states Department of' Agriculture, ashington,
D. C., PP• l-2.
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t1vity of the world's soils in output per unit is slo ly
diminishing.

Mankind is fighting a slow retreat before the

gathering forces of famine.

An ominously and swiftly in-

creasing process of soil destruction is undermining the
foundations of our shaky civilization.
sapping of soil fertility--a

Beginning as the

orld-wide overdraft on the

living richness that nature stored in the top-soil through

endless eons--it ends 1n what can only be described as a
'

new, man made, catechismic geologic era, in which our rood
producing soils are being swept, into the rivers and seas,
armed with machinery and industrialism, modern man is devastating the farms, the grass lands, and the forests of most
of the world.

In the long evolutionary chain of life, he

is the only creature who has achieved the dubious distinction
of being able to destroy nature's harmony and fecundity on a
cosmic scale.

So far has the disaster of soil erosion gone in vir-

tually every continent that the reconstruction of the
broken down soils and river systems 1

complex economic task confronting man •

orld's

the most gigantic and
e

.After talking with the low income sharecroppers surveyed for this study, the writer is of the opinion tat the
land owners, whose :farms are cultivated by them, are in

9 ward Shepard, Food or Famine,
The Challenge of
Ero ion, The acmillan Company, New York, 1945, PP• 1-8.

art
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responsible for the economic conditions found .

More than

once when they were questioned about their cropping system
and future farm plans , they would readily make it known that
such managerial jobs were done by the landlord.

According

to their statements, he told them what field would be planted
1n cotton, and what field would be planted in corn, or any

other crops that were to be planted .

They contend that many

times moat of the available land would be planted in feed
and money crops, and that there would scarcely be enough land
left to be planted in crops for food .

Considering the low

per capita income of this group, it is obvious that they
need to produce as much food as is needed .

Being without

money to buy the food that could have been produced by them,
they must get along on borderline diets .
There are two questions in the writer ' s mind after
making a study of the sharecropper or Anderson County,
Texas--Will the few remaining finally seek an economic
sanctuary i n some urban center?

Will they be in a better or

worse condition if they a.re rorced to return to the farm due
to an economic recession or depression and the loss of their
city jobs?
and see.

Time alone will tell, and we will have to wait

But the writer does hope that there will be no let-

up by the landlords in their efforts to restore the fertility,
and increasing the carrying capacity of the soil by every
means available to them.
Table IV groups all farmers surveyed into four
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cl sees.

It s

rize

their land use praot~ce, their

total income, and their standard of living according to
what the survey sho ed they owned.

TABLE IV

THE STANDARD OF LIVING OF FOUR INCOME CLASS GROUPS
Percentage
Em loying
Land Us

Nunibe

Inco e

in
Grou

3,500.00
and Above A.
2,0

o.oo

to

7SO.OO to

00.00 to

750.00

100

100

100

$6.8

100

100

1.1

13

88.9

a. 31

35.2

54.e

37.2

one

19

16 •.5'

15.3

10.2

one

3,500.00 B.

2,000.00

7

Percentage
Having
P rcentage
Practices Some Ho
Owning
ere ntage
For S011 ConvenAutomobile Owning
Bu ldin,g ienc s
or Truck
otor

D.

CHAPTER

IV

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the foregoing discussion the writer has given the
findings in a survey of seventy farmers of Anderson County,

Texas to determine the effect of land use on their standard
of living.
'lhis study of seventy f armers or Anderson County,
revea.Led the following facts:
l.

Most ot: the rarm .Land was producing less per acre

than it was ten years ago.
2.

Owners and renters alike who have suffered a de-

crease in farm income have attempted to increase their income
by renting additional acres with greater fertility.

3.

There has been too little co-operation of the

farmers with the Agriculture Agencies that are anxious to
help them with their various farm problems.

4.

Farmers who have increased their livestock farming

enterprises have a much larger income and a higher standard
of living.

5.

Farmers who are suffering most as a result of the

decreased carrying capacity of the land are steadily migrating to the urban centers to seek employment.
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Looking forward, as we should toward a decreased
carrying capacity over Anderson County, the State of Texas
and the entire nation together with a sharp increase in
population, we must look for a marked decrease in our material standard of living.

In fact, though all the farmers

surveyed do not realize it, the lower standard of living
is here and i t is certain to go lower.

I am sure President

Truman was aware of this fact when he asked all the American
farmers in his State of the Union message for a sustained
yield this year and the years to follow.

We must agree that,

this will be a step in the right direction, considering the
number of acres of land that are required to support one
individual.
Reconnnendations:
In the light of the above conclusions the writer
wishes to make the following recommendations:
1.

'Illat each farmer in the county secure the services

of some of the Agricultural agencies that are ready and
willing to help him.
2.

lliat individual farmers make wise choice of farming

enterprises for his farm, considering soil adaptations,
marketing possibilities and agricultural trends for the
particular locality.

3.

That farmers concentrate more on increased production

per acre than increased acreage in order to maintain an

J.8
adequate standard of living.

4.

That farmers show as much concern ror maintaining

the fertility of good land as they do for rebuilding their
submarginal land.
The writer is of the opinion that if anyone feels
indifferent about the American soil he should look long and
thoughtfully at our muddy rivers and streams from the Hudson
to the Columbia.

A large part of our prosperity-the American

standard of living- has been brought by a Cannibalistic
destruction of our land.

Too often we have thought we were

expanding our economy, when it was just the reverse, since
the expansion was at the expense of our most valuable goods,
such as soils and minerals.

It is always better to save

what we have, instead of trying to get back what we have
lost.

Now the question of the fate of the farmers of

Anderson County, Texas, remains to be answered.

But I

believe it is the duty of every farmer of the county to
reconsider the value of G~d's greatest gift to them--th!
soil.
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SUMMARY OF SURVEY
1.

Number o:f farm owners

_s__2_.

Number of acres owned

_6_,'-6_5..,;,o_.
2.

Number o:f tenants

13 •

Number of acres cultivated

__.3...,,._1_6_.4___ •
3.

Number
vated

4.

or

sharecroppers

---710

---2-•

Number o:f acres culti-

•

Percentage of participation in soil building practices

_54
__.6_.
5.

Soil building practices used most

6.

Average number of acres .fenced on each farm during the
past five years

53.4 acres

was planting legumes •

•

1.

Number of improved pastures found in survey

8.

Number o:f stock tanks constructed on farms

9.

l{umber o.f home orchards .found in survey

24
15

32

Average number of trees found in home orchards

11.

Average number o:f livestock for each farm:

others
12.

,

8.7
.02

chickens

74.9 ,

turkeys

•

•

10.

Hogs

•

Cos

26.7

2·6

•
•

2.3 ,

•

Percentage having home conveniences:

Electricity

28.3.

13.

, running ater --7_._8_, butane gas 13.6.
48.1 , tractors __1_1_._7_.
Percentage owning cars

J.4.

Average yearly income :for owner

Radio

§84?.oo

31.7

Owner-renter $1,312.00

§996.oo •

§1,14-1.00

, tenant

, sharecropper_
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APPENDIX
ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIAL,

SURVEY BLANK
Name _____________ Address

------------

31 ze ot tarm. _ _ NUDlber ot' acres in cultivation

---------- In oodland ------Number or years on present farm
Location of rarm in
In pasture

In meadow

-

East
----------West---Central
Owner
Renter
Sharecropper
----------Types or soil
; Sand _ _ Sandy loam _ __

county

Soil

North

South

Gravely loam
--Clay loam
Bottom
•
------Improvement
started
comp leted
l:'ractices

and

und er AJ.

or P~A s uperv ision:
Terracing

---Contouring ----Con struction ot' stock

___ Cutting underbrush _ _ _ owing pas.tu.res _

t ank

r eseeding

pas t ures_______ •
saistance received t'rom Soil Conservation Service USDA:
1.

2.

4. - - - - - - - - - - -

Assistance received t'rom CCC Camp to improve any f
enterprise:

ng

2. _ _ _ _ 3. ____4. ____

1.

Soil improvement practices carried out during the past

twelve months:

1.

-------2. ------3.

4. - - - - - - - ·
If land is terraced, is terrace in sod _ _ _ Only cultivated
Planted to crops ______________
Number and kind o.f livestock usually kept on .farm:

ilch cows

-

Hoga

----Beet' cows ---Horses or mules ------

Sheep or goats

---

Chickens _ _ Turkeya___ Others_ _ _ __

Kind of garden grown:

1.

Commercial

Truck crops grown .for cash:

__4.

3.

Home

l.

2.

5.

6.

Kind of crop and number of acres grown on farms:

Cotton

____ Corn - -- - ~-Tomatoes_______ elons _ _ _ _ __
Peanuts

--------Other ---~-

How fences built or old ones repaired during the last five
years:

umber of acres of crop land

Orcharding:

---Pasture ----

Number of trees planted during last five years

-------Peach ---Pear---- Plum---Pecan----Other
------- • Number of trees in old orchard---Reforestation: Number of cres planted to commerci l
timber during past five years
Number o.f houses on farm:

---

---------------

---Kind:

Box

Stone
Other
• Condition of houses:
Fair _______ Poor _______ •

---

Home conveniences:

Radio

•

Fraine

Good

---

Running water ____Electricity _ _ __
Electric or gas ice box

Phonograph

Sewerage

Butane gas

•

Does fandly own automobile:

Yes

No

•

Does .family own tractor:

Yes

No

•

Approximate income .from all farm enterprises

•

